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Abstract—High peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the
transmitted signal is a serious issue in multicarrier communication systems, such as second generation terrestrial digital video
broadcasting (DVB-T2) systems. These large fluctuations prevent
feeding the high power amplifier at an operating point near its
non-linear saturation region thereby lowering its power efficiency.
In recent years, tone reservation (TR) PAPR reduction techniques
have been deeply studied and included in the DVB-T2 and the
American digital video broadcasting (ATSC 3.0) specifications. It
is based on a gradient iterative approach where, at each iteration,
a predefined kernel is used to reduce one peak in time domain. In
this paper, a novel TR PAPR reduction technique namely individual carrier allocation for multiple peaks (ICMPs) that is based
on a new kernel signal is proposed. This algorithm, compatible with the DVB-T2 standard, offers better performance than
the gradient-based DVB-T2 algorithm but suffers with increased
complexity for higher modes of DVB-T2 and ATSC 3.0 as the
number of required iterations is equal to the number of reserved
tones. To overcome this issue, we propose an improved ICMP
technique, called grouped ICMP defined with this new kernel.
The main principle of this new algorithm consists in dividing the
reserved tones into G groups. This highly reduces the number
of iterations, now equal to the number of groups, and thereby
the latency. An in-depth performance analysis has been done
by implementing our algorithm on a testbed platform with real
power amplifiers. Both the simulation and experimental results
demonstrated that the proposed PAPR reduction algorithm offers
very good performance/complexity/latency tradeoff.

URING the last three decades, multicarrier modulation
has attracted a lot of attention among the scientific
community in the field of telecommunications and terrestrial broadcasting. Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) technique, is a key technology which has extensively
been deployed in wireless communication systems such as
DVB, WiFi, WiMAX and LTE, primarily for its ability to cope
with frequency selective channels. However, one main drawback of OFDM systems remains in its high peak-to-average
power ratio (PAPR) related to the large fluctuations of the
time domain signal and resulting from the large number of
independently modulated subcarriers.
Indeed, due to the non-linearity of the input-output characteristics of the high power amplifier (HPA), the amplification
in the non-linear (NL) region of multicarrier signals with high
PAPR, leads to in-band and out-of-band distortions. The inband distortions degrade the link performance (such as bit
error rate (BER)), while out-of-band distortions lead to interferences with adjacent channels and break the spectral mask.
Consequently, the power level of the input multicarrier signal of the HPA needs to be reduced; a large number of dBs,
roughly equivalent to the PAPR level of the input signal, must
be backed-off. The main disadvantage of such power back-off
is the decrease in the power efficiency of the HPA.
The objective of PAPR reduction is to decrease the fluctuations of the transmitted signal in order to exploit the HPA
at an operating point closer to the saturation region where its
power efficiency is maximized. Various approaches have been
proposed and summarized in [1] and [2] to mitigate the PAPR
of OFDM signals. Clipping and filtering [3], coding [4], partial
transmit sequence [5] or selected mapping [6], are the most
popular reduction techniques. The main drawback of these
methods is their high complexity with limited gain and the
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Rosati et al. [15] proposed, using the DVB-T2 reserved tones,
a PAPR reduction method named as rotation invariant subcarrier mapping offering similar performance as that of DVB-T2
TR method. Recently, TR with a power constraint gaining
currency, has been discussed in [16]. A TR method based
on sphere encoding with power constraint has been proposed
in [17]. However, these techniques either add complexity or
offer reduced PAPR gain.
In this paper, we propose two novel PAPR TR reduction
techniques based on a newly defined kernel signal which are
implementable and compatible with the DVB-T2 standard.
This proposed kernel is defined to deal with the reduction
of multiple peaks at each iteration while optimizing the phase
computation of each reserved tone. Two algorithms respectively named individual carrier allocation for multiple peaks
(ICMP) and grouped individual carrier allocation for multiple
peaks (GICMP) are described. Those algorithms lead to a very
good usage of the available power of the reserved tones and
then offer very good performance in terms of modulation error
ratio (MER) and complementary cumulative density function
(CCDF) of PAPR. The complexity analysis carried out in this
paper shows that the GICMP algorithm offers a very good
performance/complexity/latency trade-off. In addition, we provide measurements performed with a real testbed including a
DVB-T2 generator equipped with the proposed GICMP PAPR
reduction algorithm, a digital pre-distortion module and a NL
HPA. The obtained results have confirmed the very high potential of our algorithm, which is fully compatible with existing
DVB-T2, DVB-NGH and ATSC 3.0 standards.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
reminds the main PAPR minimization issues and the state
of the art TR PAPR reduction algorithms. In Section III, the
new ICMP and GICMP TR algorithms with the new kernel
definition are described and compared to the state of the art
algorithms. Section IV deals with the performance optimization of the proposed solutions, based on simulation results.
Later, in Section V, the measurements in terms of MER
gain and energy consumption with a real testbed platform are
presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
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necessity to transmit, for some of them, side information to
the receiver.
In recent years, active constellation extension (ACE) [7]
and tone reservation (TR) techniques [8] have been studied by
many researchers because they offer the highest potential and
do not need to transmit any side information. In particular,
these two PAPR reduction techniques have been selected in
various standards such as digital video broadcasting - second
generation (DVB-T2) [9], DVB for next generation handheld
(DVB-NGH) and more recently the American digital video
broadcasting standard (ATSC 3.0) [10].
The TR concept introduced by Tellado [8] relies on the
dedicated usage of a subset of subcarriers for PAPR reduction
purposes. This subset of so-called reserved tones is used to
generate a kernel signal added to the original one and resulting
to a transmitted signal which has a lower PAPR than the original one. The computation of the complex values assigned to
the reserved tones can be computed iteratively. For instance,
the DVB-T2, DVB-NGH and ATSC 3.0 broadcasting specifications include a gradient-based iterative algorithm for TR
PAPR reduction. At each iteration, such an algorithm detects
the highest peak of the time domain signal, circularly shifts a
copy of the original kernel in order to make kernel’s peak coincide with that peak, scales the kernel amplitude and adjusts
its phase in such a way that its sum with the original signal reduces the detected peak amplitude. The same process is
repeated to detect and reduce the signal peaks, one by one.
This peak-by-peak approach based algorithm predefines an
amplitude threshold Vclip , and exits when all signal peaks fall
below Vclip or when the maximum number of iterations has
been reached. This TR algorithm adopted by the DVB-T2 and
DVB-NGH standards and described in [9] does not offer a sufficient performance/complexity trade-off to be implemented
in present DVB-T2 modulators. That is why, to the best of
our knowledge, the TR adoption in the world of the DVBT2 commercial modulator suppliers is less prevalent except a
few [11]. This shows that this technology is not so mature
from cost-effective implementation point of view.
These last years, multiple researches have focused on
enhancing the performance of TR based algorithms. In [12]
one TR solution called one kernel one peak (OKOP) was
proposed consisting in changing the existing based kernel definition while remaining fully compatible with the DVB-T2
standard. An enhanced selection of the peaks and a dynamic
computation of the threshold were developed to optimize the
DVB-T2 TR algorithm. However, the OKOP kernels suffer
from the same disadvantage as the DVB-T2 kernels, both being
complex to generate in real-time (RT) or require considerable
memory space.
Lately, based on least squares approximation, a TR method
with fast convergence for PAPR reduction has been proposed
in [13]. This method is capable of generating the optimal
peak canceling signals with fast convergence and requires
only two iterations to offer almost the same performance
as that of the clipping control method. An interesting TR
method is suggested in [14]. However, it requires an additional IFFT operation and a matrix inversion operation with a
matrix size equal to the square of the number of reserved tones.

II. PAPR M INIMIZATION I SSUES
A. OFDM System Model
Fig. 1 presents the structure of a typical OFDM transmitter.
Let X = [X0 , . . . , Xn , . . . , XN−1 ] be a sequence of complex
symbols to be transmitted over the N subcarriers of an OFDM
system. Then, the continuous-time OFDM baseband signal x(t)
with sampling period T can be written for each OFDM symbol
of duration Ts = NT as
x(t) = F{X},
N−1
kt
1 
Xk ej2π NT , 0 ≤ t < NT,
= √
N k=0
where F{.} is the OFDM modulation function and j =

(1)
√
−1.
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Fig. 1.

2) CCDF: The CCDF of PAPR is an useful parameter to
analyze the PAPR and is most commonly used in the literature.
The CCDF of PAPR of a signal quantifies how frequent the
PAPR exceeds a given threshold value γ (in dB). It is defined
as [20]

A typical OFDM transmitter.

CCDFx(t) (γ ) = Pr PAPRx(t) > γ ,

B. HPA Model

(2)

an

In our analysis, we consider the well-known Rapp model
which is commonly used for solid-state HPAs which do
not apply any phase change to the input signal [18]. The
amplification function of this model is defined as
x(t)
,
(3)
A{x(t)} = 
2p  2p1

|x(t)|
1 + vsat
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y(t) = A{x(t)}.

where, Pr(.) denotes probability function. It is well known that
the probability that PAPR exceeds a given threshold increases
when the number of subcarriers becomes larger in an OFDM
system.
CCDF of PAPR is a very popular notion, but it has one
severe drawback. It measures a certain clipping probability
which ensures that at least one peak within the observation
window has an important amplitude and is likely to undergo
severe distortion, but gives no information on how many samples in that observation window are distorted. Thus, CCDF
alone is not sufficient to predict the NL effects of HPA on
signals as it do not take into account any additional peaks of
lower amplitude. In practical scenarios, it is of greater interest
to know how many samples have a certain level and are thus
susceptible to be distorted. Indeed, severe clipping of one single peak in an observation window has negligible effect on the
spectrum shape and on the quality of the transmitted signal,
while even a mild distortion of large number of samples might
have unacceptable consequences. From this point of view, it
is important to consider a more refined analysis taking into
account all the signal samples.
The MER metric defined in the sequel gives additional
insights for performance evaluations.
3) MER: The MER is measured in baseband to quantify
the performance of a digital radio transmitter or receiver in a
communication system using digital modulation as it indicates
the signal deterioration even before the BER result turns bad.
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
defines the MER1 as one of the measurement guidelines for
DVB systems [21] due to the fact that it reflects the quality of
digital video signals directly. The MER computation is a figure of merit for system performance by comparing the actual
location of a received symbol vector to its ideal location. It is
defined in dB as



X22

(7)
MER X, X = 10 log10 
2 .
X − 
X

us

HPAs are crucial components in modern communication
systems and are inherently NL. For amplifying x(t), let us
denote the continuous-time baseband equivalent of HPA output as y(t). For an ideal HPA, the output signal y(t) is nothing
but an amplified input signal with a linear gain. However, in
reality using a NL HPA, x(t) will be amplified with a complex
gain A{.}. Thus y(t) can be represented as

(6)
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where p is the knee factor revealing the smoothness of transition from the linear region to the saturation region. Note that
as the value of p increases, the Rapp model approaches the
so-called soft envelope limiter [19].
The high amplitude fluctuations of signals in OFDM systems pose a tough challenge to the RF design of HPAs. One
solution to cope with NL distortions is to operate the HPA
in its linear region. The operating point of a HPA is usually
determined by the input back-off (IBO), often expressed in
dB, and defined as

v2
 sat
,
(4)
IBO = 10. log10
E |x(t)|2
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where vsat is the saturation voltage of the HPA and E[.] is the
expectation operator.
C. PAPR Definition and Related Metrics
The PAPR is a random variable which is a convenient
parameter in measuring the sensitivity of a HPA non-linearity
when a non-constant envelope input signal needs to be transmitted.
1) General PAPR Definition: The PAPR of a baseband signal is usually defined over an observation window of a given
duration. In the case of OFDM signals, this duration is taken
equal to the duration Ts of OFDM symbols. The PAPR of
the continuous-time base-band signal x(t) transmitted during
a symbol period T is defined by
x(t)2∞

PAPRx(t) =
1
T

T
0

,

(5)

x(t)22 .dt

where .∞ and .2 denote infinity and Euclidean norms,
respectively.

2

where X is the ideal symbol vector measured at the input of
the amplifier and 
X is measured at the output of the HPA.
So, it is a ratio of the root mean square power of X to the
power of the symbol error vectors (X − 
X). Thus, MER gives
an indication of the ability of the receiver to correctly decode
the signal.
The denominator in (7) indicates the energy of the distortion, which can also be related in time-domain to the amount
of energy above a given threshold. It depends on the HPA
response, hence affected by the saturation effects. Indeed, the
MER reveals the distortion of the constellation points induced
1 Note that MER and the error vector magnitude are closely related and one
can generally be computed from the other.

Fig. 2.

Typical illustration of a TR scheme.
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TABLE I
S IZE OF R FOR D IFFERENT M ODES IN DVB-T2 AND ATSC 3.0†

given by



X = C+D=

Ck , k ∈ B,
Dk , k ∈ B c ,

(9)

where C is 0 for k ∈ B c , D is 0 for k ∈ B and 0 ≤ k < N.
We denote κ as the percentage of the subcarriers dedicated
for PAPR reduction. For example, in DVB-T2 [9] and ATSC
3.0 [10] standards, κ = 1, i.e., 1 %. The number of reserved
tones for PAPR reduction (i.e., PRTs) for different OFDM
symbol sizes is given in Table I.
Then, in a generic way the TR optimization problem can
be stated as below
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by the NL effects of the HPA and do not solely depend on
the amplitude of the highest peak as CCDF of PAPR does.
Hence, we propose in this paper to consider the MER instead
of CCDF of PAPR, as the main parameter in quantifying the
performance of PAPR reduction techniques. Nevertheless, the
CCDF of PAPR is also given for the sake of clarification and
comparison.
In addition, unlike CCDF of PAPR, MER is independent
of the symbol length and then of the number of subcarriers.
Regardless the fast Fourier transform (FFT) size, the percentage of samples being distorted for a given HPA, is always the
same. This means that the energy of the time-domain OFDM
signals above a given threshold is on average almost constant
whatever the FFT size. This can be explained by the fact that
the larger the FFT size, the higher the amplitude of the potential peaks in the time envelope of the signal, but at the same
time the lower the probability of occurrence of these peaks.
As a result, the measured MER does not depend on the FFT
size.
To sum up, there is no direct relation between CCDF of
PAPR and MER. The reduction of one large peak might highly
reduce the PAPR while it has negligible effect on MER. On
contrary, a slight reduction of multiple peaks in time-domain
might have a slight change on PAPR while highly reduce
the MER. Hence, these two figures of merit can be viewed
as complementary. CCDF of PAPR is a measurement of the
distribution of the signal before amplification, while MER
measures the resulting distortion of the transmitted signal.
Indeed, so, it is much more useful for the good dimensioning of the signal and for the choice of the operating point of
the NL amplifier. That is why, MER is the most widely used
figure of merit in the broadcasting industry.
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C

subject to: d(t) + F{C}2∞ ≤ τ,

D. PAPR Minimization Using TR-Based Algorithms
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1) General Idea behind TR: The idea behind TR is to use
a predefined subset of tones, referred to as peak reduction
tones (PRTs), which add a signal in time domain to cancel
large peaks. As shown in Fig. 2, the continuous-time OFDM
baseband signal in time domain, after PRT insertion, becomes
x(t) = c(t) + d(t)

min τ

(8)

in which c(t) is the peak cancellation signal obtained from
the PRTs and d(t) is the data signal. TR does not degrade the
BER performance of the system, and thus can be categorized
among downward compatible methods [22].
Let us consider that R tones or PRTs are reserved for
PAPR reduction of the OFDM system of N subcarriers, where
R  N. Calling N the set of locations of all tones in the
multicarrier symbol, we define B as the PRT subset of these
R locations and C as the vector of R peak reduction symbols
transmitted on these positions and zeros elsewhere. Similarly,
let the complement set B c be the data tone (DT) subset of
the useful data positions and D the vector of the N − R associated transmitted data symbols and zeros elsewhere. So, we
have B ∪ B c = N and B ∩ Bc = ∅. The resulting signal to
be transmitted can be represented in frequency domain as X,

(10)

where τ is the maximum peak power of x(t).
Some of the solutions proposed in the literature to optimize
C are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.
2) QCQP Solution: The TR optimization problem in (10) is
a quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP) [23],
which is a well studied convex problem. QCQP is an optimization problem in which both the objective function and
the constraints are quadratic functions. The solution of the
QCQP provides the optimal values to assign to the PRTs in
order to obtain the lowest PAPR signal. Solving (10) requires
very high computational complexity. Due to this reason, even
though QCQP yields to the optimal result, we probe for other
sub-optimal approaches that are feasible to implement. Many
free software solvers exist to solve the convex optimization
problem among which SeDuMi, YALMIP, CVX [24]. All these
are very easy to use. CVX have been chosen in the simulations of this paper due to its ease of use and fast obtention of
results.
3) Sub-Optimal Solutions: Sub-optimal approaches converge faster than the optimal QCQP solution. Among suboptimal approaches, the gradient search [23] solution is one
of the most promising, which have been extensively studied for optimization purposes. Gradient-based solution is a
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TABLE II
O RDER OF C OMPLEXITY FOR D IFFERENT S OLUTIONS

be written as

N
F{1TR },
R
1, k ∈ B,
=
0, k ∈ B c .

K=

(11)

min τ
C

(12)
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1) Impact of Power Control on PAPR Reduction: In practice, the existing DVB-T2 standard implementing PAPR reduction techniques specifies a maximum power Pmax to be
allocated to the PRTs in comparison with the power Pdata
allocated to the DTs. The power control (PC) level denoted
by λ, is equal to the difference in dB between the maximum PRT power and the mean DT power. It can be expressed
mathematically as
max|Ck |2 ≤ .Pdata ,
k∈B

λ

(13)

where  = 10 10 is the power level gap and Pmax = .Pdata .
λ = 10 dB is specified in DVB-T2 standard. An illustration of
its impact in the frequency domain of the transmitted signal
is shown in Fig. 3.
Due to the introduction of PC, an additional constraint
gets added to (10). So, for 0 ≤ k < N, the modified
TR optimization problem in the context of DVB-T2 can

(14)

where
• {Ck }k∈B are the elements of PRT subset of size R,
• {Dk }k∈Bc are the elements of DT subset of size N − R.
Actually, new optimization problem in (14) with PC is also
a QCQP. Indeed, the RHS of the second constraint in (14) is a
constant.
proposed in LHS of the second con
 The formulation
straint, Ck 2∞ k∈B is a L-infinity norm minimization. Thus,
the second constraint is a quadratic function and (14) is QCQP.
a) Impact on receiver sensitivity loss: Higher λ means
that more power has to be allocated for PRTs. At constant total
transmitted output power Pout , this increase in PRT power for
PAPR reduction implies that less power is assigned to the data
subcarriers, thereby inducing some receiver sensitivity loss,
denoted as η. It can be calculated in dB for different λ values
as
(100 − κ) + κ × 
.
(15)
η = 10 log10
100
We recall, κ is the percentage of the subcarriers dedicated to
PAPR reduction (i.e., κ = 1 in the case of DVB-T2). Thus,
by lowering λ, we can reduce η. For λ = {3, 5, 10} dB, η has
been summarized in Table III.
On the contrary, when Pdata is kept unchanged, then higher
λ value means that more power has to be allocated to the
PRTs, thereby increasing the total transmitted output power
Pout by a factor equal to η.
b) Impact on CCDF of PAPR and MER: The impact
of PC has been assessed through simulations for the QCQP
algorithm using 64 QAM in the 2K mode of the DVB-T2 standard. The impact of λ on the CCDF and MER are shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The CCDF of PAPR at 10−3 value
have been summarized in Table III. For λ = {3, 5, 10} dB,
there is relatively increasing degradation of PAPR reduction by
{3.27, 2.58, 1.39} dB respectively at 10−3 value of CCDF of
PAPR w.r.t. QCQP without any PC constraint (i.e., λ=∞ dB).
The MER results are given versus the used IBO of the HPA,
which is modeled as a Rapp model with a knee factor, p = 10.
The IBO gain can be deducted by comparing the MER values
of the signal with and without PAPR reduction. A target value
of MER above 34 dB is considered in simulation. The reason
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E. PAPR Reduction and Power Control

,

k∈Bc
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where 1TR is a column vector of order N × 1. For optimal
performance, the generated kernel should be designed to be
as close as possible to a discrete-time impulse. At the start of
this gradient method, the kernel signal K presents a peak at
position 0. For each iteration, the peak position k of the initial
signal is detected. Reference signal is shifted by k positions in
order to allow the reduction of peak signal to a predefined clipping value Vclip . The same process is then repeated to detect
and reduce another signal peak. The algorithm exits when the
maximum number of iterations l has been reached or when
there are no more signal peaks above a predefined threshold.
It has to be noted that this proposed solution in DVB-T2
does not specify the boost factor of each dedicated PRT but
specifies the maximum permitted power of these PRTs.
4) Orders of Complexity of Different Solutions: The order
of complexity of these two solutions has been summarized
in Table II. Evidently, QCQP has very high computational
complexity and yields to the optimal result. On the contrary, gradient method offering sub-optimal result has the least
complexity, which is feasible for practical implementation.
Interestingly, its complexity is independent of the size of R.

subject to: d(t) + F{C}2∞ ≤ τ,




Dk 22
2
Ck ∞
≤
k∈B
N−R

us

1TR

Fig. 3. Illustration of PC for TR in frequency domain.  = 10 is imposed
in DVB-T2 standard.
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sub-optimal solution of the QCQP method in (10), which is
proposed in DVB-T2 standard. It is based on the gradient iterative method that cancels out the signal peaks by a set of
impulse-like kernels.The reference kernel signal denoted is a
Dirac-like pulse defined by
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TABLE IV
R ELATIVE G AINS FOR S IGNAL W ITH QCQP W. R . T. THE O RIGINAL O NE
FOR R APP M ODEL OF HPA, p = 10, IN 2K M ODE
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Fig. 4. CCDF of PAPR with QCQP for DVB-T2 with 64 QAM in 2K mode.

An illustration of FCPC scheme in frequency domain.

an

Fig. 6.
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when PC constraint is absent and PC leads to some degradation
of PAPR reduction gain. The PAPR is inversely proportional
to λ.
In that perspective, two different techniques to control the
power allocated by the TR algorithm are discussed in the next
two following paragraphs. In this paper, we do not consider all
the algorithms mentioned in the state-of-art, because most of
them either offer very good performance, albeit with very high
complexity or offer sub-optimal performance similar to that of
DVB-T2 TR algorithm. So, we take into account only QCQP
achieving optimal performance with very high complexity and
the DVB-T2 TR algorithm offering sub-optimal performance
with low complexity, in order to compare and propose new
solutions that offer very good performance/complexity tradeoff.
2) Power Control Through Frequency-Domain Clipping:
Early releases of the DVB-T2 standard [9] did not specify a PC
scheme implementation. A straight-forward approach was to
allow the TR algorithm to complete (i.e., execute all iterations)
for a given OFDM symbol and then clip the amplitude of the
subcarriers not meeting the power constraint. In this case, the
PC is done on a symbol-by-symbol basis. This PC scheme
is referred as frequency-domain clipping PC (FCPC) and is
illustrated in Fig. 6. In the same figure, the power buildup at
each iteration is shown with a different color. However, the
PAPR reduction process is executed in time-domain, while
the PC constraint is defined for each subcarrier in frequencydomain. This implies that the FCPC requires an additional
inverse FFT (IFFT) to be computed.
3) Power Control Through Time-Domain Tracking: The
processing of an OFDM symbol, including PAPR reduction,
must be completed before the next symbol is received. This

Fig. 5. MER with QCQP for DVB-T2 with 64 QAM in 2K mode with Rapp
model HPA, p = 10.
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TABLE III
CCDF OF PAPR AT 10−3 VALUE FOR QCQP AND R ECEIVER
S ENSITIVITY L OSS η FOR D IFFERENT λ, IN 2K M ODE FOR κ = 1

for this choice is that in DVB-T transmission, a MER less than
32 dB is deemed to be a possible transmission failure [25] and
the same can be inferred in the case of DVB-T2. Generally, a
guard of 2 dB is usually taken in practice. Moreover, a MER
above 34 dB assures a transmitter RF coverage almost similar
to that of the theoretically achievable RF coverage limit [26].
Similarly, MER gain has been deducted in a similar manner
with a target value of 6.4 dB IBO. The MER for different λ
values have been summarized in Table IV.
Both the CCDF of PAPR and MER highlight the impact
of PC constraint in the design of efficient PAPR reduction
algorithms. From these results, it is concluded that with this
optimal QCQP algorithm the impact of λ is far from being
negligible. We can notice that optimal solution is achieved

7

An illustration of DVB-T2 TR algorithm in frequency domain.
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Fig. 7.

4) Impact on Performance and Complexity: FCPC outperforms DVB-T2 TR algorithm, both in MER and CCDF
metrics. However, it requires an additional IFFT to be computed for each OFDM symbol, which is costly in terms of
resource usage and causes additional processing delays. One
main drawback of the DVB-T2 TR algorithm is that only a
meager part of the available power of the reserved subcarriers
is used, which explains the poor performance of this solution. Hence, there are possibilities to better exploit the allowed
power while keeping simple implementation and reduced complexity. In the sequel, we will propose new kernel aiming at
realizing both objectives.
III. PAPR R EDUCTION A LGORITHMS U SING
A N EW K ERNEL D EFINITION

us

PRT building up for each iteration in DVB-T2 TR algorithm.

an

Fig. 8.

The DVB-T2 TR algorithm solution leaves unused a part
of the power allocated to the PAPR reduction. The techniques
presented in this section are based on a new kernel definition
and new power to the PRTs in order to benefit from all the
amount of power available for PAPR reduction. Hence, we
introduce a first algorithm referred to as ICMP offering a good
performance/complexity trade-off. Then, a second algorithm
named GICMP is proposed in order to lower the latency of
the previous one. Unlike the previous two algorithms which
follow a peak-by-peak approach, these new schemes deal with
multiple peaks at each iteration.
A. New Kernel Definition Based on Individual
Reserved Carriers
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makes it very challenging to fit in a second IFFT operation
for PC purpose in addition to that already required for the
OFDM symbol generation. To avoid this, the last version of
the DVB-T2 standard [27] specifies a PC scheme that keeps
track, iteration by iteration, of the power aggregated by each
PRT and allocates power in order not to exceed the threshold. This PC scheme is referred as time-domain tracking PC
(TTPC) or DVB-T2 TR algorithm and is illustrated in Fig. 7.
It defines an amplitude scaling factor αk that is applied to the
kernel K at the ith iteration such that the kth PRT Ck , for k ∈ B
exceeding the power limit is computed as follows





(i)
(i−1) 2
(i−1)
+ Re u∗k rk
, (16)
αk = (Amax )2 − Im u∗k rk
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where,
1 −j2π B(k)−pk mod N
.e−jφ
• uk = c[0] e
• c[0] is the peak of kernel K at position 0,
• pk is the position of the peak being processed,
• φ is the phase of the peak being processed,
• Amax is square root of the maximum power per PRT,
(i−1)
• rk
is the value of Ck after the previous iteration.
The geometric explanation of the above equations is shown
in Fig. 8. The DVB-T2 TR algorithm aims at finding αk , in
such a way that the resulting amplitude of the sum√of the
build-up PRT and current PRT is equal to Amax = Pmax .
αk is computed for every PRT. Without violating the PC, the
amount of scaling that can be performed is given by
 
(i)
(17)
α = min αk
k∈B

Fig. 8 shows the power build up after each iteration. The DVBT2 TR algorithm exits when at least one of the PRTs reaches
the allowed power limit as shown in Fig. 7.

Instead of a Dirac-type kernel as suggested by the DVBT2 specifications, it is possible to generate a comb-like one,
associated to each PRT. By phase-shifting the kernel, we try
to reduce the peaks of the data signal. This kernel is defined
for every iteration i, as below

Amax e−jφ , k ∈ B
(18)
C(i) [k] =
0,
else

where φ is the kernel phase. In time domain, the new kernel
c(i) (t) is easily computed as follows
c(i) (nt/N) =

Amax −jφ −j 2πB(i)n
N
, for 0 ≤ n < N,
e e
N

(19)

where B(i) is ith element in the PRT subset B and thereby,
Amax is directly taken as the amplitude of the PRTs as in (18)
in order to satisfy the PC constraint. Interesting characteristic
of such a kernel is that it has a constant amplitude and the
phase-shift between two consecutive samples is constant and
is equal to
2πB(i)
c(i) (nt/N)
= ej N .
(20)
c(i) ((n − 1)t/N)
Owing to this latter property, the real-time generation of
the new kernel requires a simple phase shift operation only,
whereas a real-time kernel generation is required using FCPC
and DVB-T2 TR algorithms. Furthermore, in the former an
additional IFFT needs to be performed for the PC management which is not the case in the proposed approach due to
the implicit PC through Amax .

8

B. Kernel Phase Computation Optimization

S∈H

From the definition of A and B, it is evident that the computation of φ requires pre-computation and storage of only the
S samples of c(t).
C. The New ICMP Algorithm

As anticipated by the new kernel definition, the main idea
behind the ICMP technique is to target not just a single
peak but multiple peaks in one iteration. In ICMP, the maximum number of iterations (l) equals the number of available
PRTs (R). The relation between the new kernel definition and
the iteration count in ICMP is illustrated in Fig. 9. In that
figure we can notice that in frequency-domain, the kernel
amplitude is set to the power constraint Pmax as per (18).
It means no explicit power control is required at each iteration in this approach since the power constraint is respected
by design. The ICMP approach to solve (22) is summarized
in Algorithm 1. The ICMP algorithm involves few important
steps. First, for each PRT S peaks are identified. Second, the
kernel is computed in frequency domain as per (18) and its
time-domain is obtained as per (19). Then, the optimal phase
calculation is done as per (24). It is worth noting that ICMP
has implicit FCPC as it ensures PC in frequency-domain. Thus,
it is expected to better exploit the available power of the PRTs
and then outperform DVB-T2 TR algorithm.
In ICMP, the final peak cancellation signal can be written
as

φ

S∈H
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The problem stated in (21) is a L-infinity norm minimization that aims at reducing the highest peak at each iteration.
Solving (21) is not so easy as we need to optimize both S and
φ, as the optimal solution to such L-infinity norm minimization
problem cannot be solved analytically.
Therefore, we propose to decompose the problem in (21)
into two sub-problems. While the first sub-problem is related
to the optimal computation of φ, the second one aims at
finding an optimal selection of S. Therefore, we pose (21)
alternatively, with an aim to reduce energy above a particular
threshold, which is in line with the idea of maximizing the
MER of the transmitted signal as discussed in section II.C.
The first sub-problem can be solved by fixing S and then
finding the optimal phase φ that minimizes the sum of the
squares of these peaks above threshold. This can be mathematically formulated as a L-2 norm minimization for a given
S as


dS + cS .e−jφ 2 ,
(22)
min
2
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φ,S

Fig. 9. Iterative power allocation of the PRTs with ICMP in the frequency
domain.
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The FCPC and DVB-T2 TR algorithm take into account the
phase of the highest detected peak in order to adjust the kernel
phase φ in (16). The novelty in our approach is that it involves
the identification of the optimal phase for kernel, which takes
into account several peak positions. The computation of this
optimal phase is discussed below.
1) Optimization Condition: The optimal phase is identified
such that S multiple peaks are reduced in a single iteration.
Mathematically, the ICMP optimization problem can be stated
as


dS + cS .e−jφ 2 .
(21)
min
∞

= min F(φ),
φ

(23)
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where H is the set of the S highest peak positions of data signal
d(t). Then, dS and cS represent the finite subset of time samples corresponding to these positions for the data signal and
the adding kernel (i.e., dS ⊂ d(t) and cS ⊂ c(t)). We remind
that problem stated in (22), instead of reducing the highest
peak at each iteration, aims at reducing the energy above a
particular threshold. By varying S, this threshold level is indirectly adjusted. The solution of the second sub-problem, i.e.,
the optimal choice of parameter S, will be obtained through
simulation analysis in Section IV.
2) Optimal Phase Calculation: To solve (22), first, S highest peaks are identified. Then, the optimal phase φ that
minimizes the sum of the squares of these peaks, has to be
computed by differentiating F(φ) and solving ∂F
∂φ = 0. We
found that F(φ) has minimum at
3π
− atan2(B,A),
(24)
2

Re{dS }.Re{cS } + Im{dS }.Im{cS },
where A =
φ=

s∈H

B=



s∈H

Re{dS }.Im{cS } + Im{dS }.Re{cS }.

c(t) =

R


c(k) (kt/N)ejφk .

(25)

k=1

With ICMP, each iteration performs search of multiple
peaks. Every peaks search traverses the whole signal, which
means that the duration of each iteration is related to the
length of one OFDM symbol. This peak search operation can
be performed at a higher clock rate in order to minimize the
induced delay. This induced processing delay mainly due to the
peak search operation at each iteration, is termed as latency,
which is then directly proportional to the number of iterations.
Consequently, for the lower modes of DVB-T2 such as 2K,
4K and 8K, the number of iterations remains acceptable (see
Table I) resulting in a reasonable latency.
D. The New GICMP Algorithm
For higher modes such as 16K and 32K where 144 and
288 tones are reserved, carrying out ICMP algorithm becomes

9
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Algorithm 1 The ICMP Algorithm
Inputs
1: d(t): data signal
2: N: number of subcarriers
3: R: number of PRTs
4: B: set of PRT locations
5: Pmax : maximum power available per PRT
6: S: number of peaks to be reduced in an iteration
Steps
1: procedure ICMP d(t), N, R, B, Pmax , S
2:
initialize x(t) = d(t); k = 1
3:
while k ≤ R
4:
find S peaks of x(t)
5:
compute the kernel c(k) (t) by phase shifting
6:
compute the optimal phase φk as per (24)
7:
update the data signal: x(t) = d(t) + c(k) (t)ejφk
8:
k =k+1
9:
end while
10: end procedure

Fig. 10. Iterative power allocation of the PRTs with GICMP in the frequency
domain.
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increasingly challenging. The resulting latency according to
the number of PRTs may exceed the duration of one OFDM
symbol depending on the used over-clock factor. To address
this latency issue of the ICMP algorithm, we propose a new
algorithm, namely GICMP, based on a grouping strategy of the
PRTs. More precisely, the PRTs are grouped into G groups as
follows

Algorithm 2 The GICMP Algorithm
Inputs
1: d(t): data signal
2: N: number of subcarriers
3: R: number of PRTs
4: B: set of PRT locations
5: Pmax : maximum power available per PRT
6: S: number of peaks to be reduced in an iteration
7: G: number of PRT groups
Steps
1: procedure GICMP d(t), N, R, B, Pmax , S, G
2:
initialize x(t) = d(t); i = 1; k = 1
3:
while i ≤ G
4:
find S peaks of x(t)
R
5:
while k ≤ G
6:
compute the kernel c(i) (t) by phase shifting
7:
compute the optimal phase φk as per (24)
8:
update the data signal: x(t) = d(t) + c(i) (t)ejφk
9:
k =k+1
10:
end while
11:
i=i+1
12:
end while
13: end procedure

G

(26)

(27)

ed

B = {B1 , . . . , BG },


Bi = C1+ (i−1)R , . . . , C iR , for 1 ≤ i ≤ G.
G
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Then, one peak search is executed per group of PRTs with
GICMP, instead of one per PRT with ICMP. For instance, the
iterative power buildup for an OFDM configuration with 32
subcarriers, 8 PRTs and G = 4 groups is illustrated in Fig. 10.
Note that, as with the ICMP algorithm the allocated power
with GICMP is equal for each PRT to the maximum available
level Pmax . The phase value applied to each PRT is computed
as with the ICMP algorithm according to Eq. (24). The main
interest of carrying out a peak search per group is to lower
the latency which then becomes proportional to the number of
groups.
The GICMP approach to solve (22) is summarized in
Algorithm 2. First, S peaks are searched for each PRT group.
Then, following the same principle as with ICMP, the kernel
and phase computations are carried out using (19) and (24)
for each PRT of each group. Although the computation of the
phases is based on a parallel processing, the phases of the
PRTs of a same group are independent from each other and
the number of phase value computations remains the same
as with ICMP. The counterpart of the parallel processing is
the increase of the computation complexity of each iteration. Finally, a trade-off between latency and computational
complexity has to be studied as addressed in the simulation
analysis of Section IV.

Thus, with GICMP, the final peak cancellation signal can
be written as
R

c(t) =

G 
G


c(i) (kt/N)ejφk .

(28)

i=1 k=1

IV. A LGORITHM O PTIMIZATION T HROUGH
S IMULATION A NALYSIS
This section deals with performance of the different algorithms in order to optimize the choice of the parameters.
More precisely, the objective is to determine the best performance/complexity/latency trade-off of the algorithms in the
perspective of the testbed implementation.
To model the global response of the HPA preceded by a
pre-distortion module in the final testbed, a Rapp model with
a quite high value of the knee factor p should be used for
the simulations. This implicitly corresponds to a HPA with

Fig. 12. CCDF of PAPR with QCQP, ICMP and TTPC for DVB-T2 with
64 QAM in 8K mode.
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Fig. 11. CCDF of PAPR with QCQP, ICMP and TTPC for DVB-T2 with
64 QAM in 2K mode.
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a larger linear range compared to a non-precorrected HPA.
After various comparative tests between the testbed platform
and the simulation chain, it turned out that a value of p = 10
was a satisfactory choice. Also, 64 QAM constellations have
been used for all modes of the DVB-T2 system.
A. ICMP Algorithm Optimization
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1) Performance Comparison With State of the Art
Algorithms in 2K and 8K Modes: As already mentioned,
QCQP yields optimal performance at the price of huge computational complexity. The objective of these first results is to
compare the performance of implementable solutions as the
TTPC DVB-T2 algorithm and the new ICMP algorithm, to
this optimal QCQP solution. For this comparison, λ = 10 dB
has been selected and due to the prohibitive computational
cost of QCQP, only 2K and 8K modes have been chosen.
In 2K mode, the performances of QCQP, TTPC and ICMP
with S = 2 are presented in Fig. 11. In the case of TTPC
(i.e., DVB-T2 TR algorithm), a clipping value Vclip = 7.2 dB
is used with a maximum number of iterations l = 30. The
performance of QCQP serves as the lower bound of CCDF of
PAPR for not only ICMP but also for any TR scheme with
PC constraint. At 10−3 value of CCDF of PAPR, ICMP with
S = 2 not only outperforms TTPC of DVB-T2 but also has
a low effective loss of PAPR w.r.t. QCQP equal to 0.68 dB.
In 8K mode, the performances of CCDF of PAPR of QCQP,
TTPC and ICMP with S = 4 are presented in Fig. 12. As
expected, ICMP offers better performance than the DVB-T2
TR algorithm.
2) ICMP Parameter Optimization: Fig. 13 shows the MER
with the original signal along with QCQP and ICMP PAPR
reduction for different DVB-T2 modes with various FFT sizes.
λ = 10 dB and the Rapp model with p = 10 are considered.
For ICMP, the values of S considered in 2K, 4K, 8K, 16K and
32K modes are {8, 32, 64, 120, 200}, respectively. Owing to
the huge complexity of QCQP, only 2K, 4K and 8K modes
are simulated. It can be noticed that original MER does not
change with FFT size while the change is very meager in the

Fig. 13. MER for original signal along with QCQP and ICMP for DVB-T2
with 64 QAM for various FFT sizes with Rapp model HPA, p = 10.
TABLE V
R ELATIVE G AINS FOR ICMP W. R . T. THE O RIGINAL S IGNAL AND L OSS
W. R . T. QCQP FOR R APP M ODEL HPA, p = 10, IN 32K M ODE

case of QCQP and ICMP. Thus, it can be inferred that when
a TR algorithm reaches its optimal performance pertaining to
its constraints, then its MER variation with FFT size becomes
negligible. Consequently, for the following parts, QCQP in
8K mode will be the reference mode, as the performance of
QCQP in 8K, 16K and 32K modes are the same.
In 32K mode, ICMP with S = {50, 100, 200} has been considered and its MER plot is shown in Fig. 14 in comparison
with the DVB-T2 algorithm using 30 iterations. As observed
in 32K mode, increasing S improves the MER for a given

TABLE VI
R ELATIVE G AINS FOR GICMP W. R . T. THE O RIGINAL S IGNAL AND L OSS
W. R . T. QCQP FOR R APP M ODEL HPA, p = 10, IN 32K M ODE
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IBO. It is however noticed that, most of the potential gain
is reached for S = 100, any further increase in the value of
S yielding to a more moderate improvement. Hence, for 32K
mode, we suggest S = 100 to be a wise choice in terms of performance/complexity trade-off. The IBO gain can be deducted
by comparing the MER values of the signal with and without
PAPR reduction. A target value of MER above 34 dB is considered. Similarly, MER gain has been deducted in a similar
manner with a target value of 6.4 dB IBO. The IBO gain at
targeted MER for ICMP with different S has been summarized
in Table V.
The CCDF of PAPR is not plotted as it has already been
shown in [28] and [29] that variation in S has very minor
impact on the CCDF performance, which is a direct implication of the new kernel design. Actually, ICMP optimizes the
phase correction applied to the kernel to reduce the S highest
peaks. As stated earlier, the CCDF of PAPR reflects on statistics of the highest peak and is not seriously influenced by
the additional peaks being reduced. On the contrary to CCDF,
as shown in Fig. 14 giving the MER results versus the IBO,
parameter S impacts much more the performance of ICMP.

Fig. 15. MER with GICMP, S = 100 for DVB-T2 with 64 QAM in 32K
mode with Rapp model HPA, p = 10.
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Fig. 14. MER with ICMP for DVB-T2 with 64 QAM in 32K mode with
Rapp model HPA, p = 10.
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B. GICMP Algorithm Optimization

Since, GICMP is supposed to deal with the latency problem
that arises in higher modes, the 32K mode is considered for
simulation analysis by fixing S = 100. 32K mode is chosen
as it is to the best of our knowledge, the preferred mode for
the deployment of the terrestrial broadcast.
1) Optimization of the Number of Groups: GICMP with
different set of groups G = {1, 2, 8} has been simulated and
the MER results are plotted in Fig. 15. GICMP even with
only one group (i.e., G = 1) outperforms the classical TTPC
scheme suggested in the DVB-T2 standard, with 30 iterations,
both in terms of latency and IBO gain by 0.2 dB at 34 dB of
MER. This translates into a huge reduction of processing delay
for GICMP w.r.t. TTPC, since the peak detection process is
one of the longest. As the G size increases, we can notice that
GICMP offers more IBO gain as shown in Table VI.

Interestingly, it is worth noting that GICMP with G = 8
has almost the same performance as ICMP with an additional
IBO gain of almost 0.3 dB compared to the DVB-T2 TR algorithm. These results show that the proposed PAPR reduction
technique offers a very good complexity/performance/latency
trade-off, for the implementation in future DVB-T2 and ATSC
3.0 transmitters. One more advantage of ICMP and GICMP
compared to DVB-T2 algorithm is that the research of peaks
is done at nominal frequency without requiring oversampling
by a factor of 4, as required for DVB-T2 TR algorithm.
2) Impact of the Power Control Level: In order to understand the impact of PC level on GICMP, simulation has been
done by fixing GICMP parameters S = 100 and G = 8. For
different PC levels λ = {3, 5, 10} dB the CCDF and MER are
shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 respectively. Owing to the very
high complexity, the CCDF of PAPR of signal with QCQP in
32K mode has not been plotted. As expected, high λ hampers
the PAPR reduction performance of GICMP.
The CCDF of PAPR at 10−3 value with GICMP for
different λ values are summarized in Table VII. At 10−3
value, the effective PAPR gain w.r.t. the original signal is
{0.74, 1.27, 1.56} dB respectively for λ = {3, 5, 10}dB. MER
comparison of GICMP and QCQP with different λ values is
summarized in Table VIII.
3) Complexity Aspects: The computational complexity of
finding the S highest peaks is O(N), which is of the same
order of complexity as that of TTPC. This is much less than
the computational complexity of QCQP, which is O(RN 2 ).
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TABLE IX
C OMPARISON A NALYSIS OF D IFFERENT TR A LGORITHMS
FOR DVB-T2 AND ATSC 3.0
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Fig. 16. CCDF of PAPR with GICMP, S = 100, G = 8 for DVB-T2 with
64 QAM in 32K mode for different λ values.
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power. Whereas, in the proposed algorithms the kernel generation can be done with simple phase shift operations and no
PC check is required because PRT power is kept constant (i.e.,
equal to Pmax ).
4) Quasi-Optimality: From Table VIII, it can be noticed
that unlike TTPC, the GICMP algorithm with G = 8 achieves
quasi-optimal performance at low values of λ, while gaining heavily on complexity and latency. As summarized in
Table VIII, the relatives MER loss w.r.t. QCQP for λ =
{3, 5, 10} dB are {0.01, 0.15, 1.01} dB respectively. It is very
interesting to note that the relative MER loss and η are very
meager for GICMP, for λ = {3, 5} dB, where PRT power
allocation is much lower. Thus, achieving a quasi-optimal performance with a complexity of O(N) with low latency is very
exciting result. This is due to the fact that, the new kernel
is not a Dirac pulse as used in the DVB-T2 TR algorithm,
but a comb-like one. This fundamental aspect is the reason
of the quasi-optimal performance offered by the proposed
algorithms.
Even though, our main criteria are performance, complexity
and latency, a comparative analysis with some additional ones
are presented in Table IX. As per these criteria, GICMP seems
to offer the best performance/complexity/latency trade-off.
5) Latency Aspects: In classical ICMP, the number of iterations is equal to the total number of reserved subcarriers, while
in GICMP it is equal to the number of groups. This explains
the substantial decrease in the implementation latency. In
ICMP, at the end of each iteration, a peak search operation
and then a peak reduction is carried out and the resulting signal is the input data signal for the next iteration. In GICMP,
due to concurrency involved in the implementation, the original data signal remains the same for all groups and the final
peak cancellation signal is computed by adding the peak cancellation sub-signals from each parallel process. The number
of peak search operations and kernels that can be generated in
parallel for ICMP and various GICMP configurations in 32K
mode has been summarized in Table X. In the same Table,

Fig. 17. MER with TTPC, QCQP, GICMP, S = 100, G = 8 for DVB-T2
with 64 QAM in 32K mode with Rapp model HPA, p = 10 for different λ
values.
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TABLE VII
CCDF OF PAPR AT 10−3 VALUE FOR GICMP
FOR D IFFERENT λ, IN 32K M ODE

TABLE VIII
C OMPARISON OF MER FOR GICMP AND QCQP AND R ELATIVE
L OSS W. R . T. QCQP W ITH D IFFERENT λ VALUES FOR
R APP M ODEL HPA, p = 10 IN 32K M ODE

The DVB-T2 TR algorithm needs real-time kernel generation
and also memory for its storage. Also, at the end of each
iteration the power of PRTs needs to be checked so that PC
constraint is respected. This hampers efficient usage of PRT
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TABLE X
C OMPARISON OF ICMP AND VARIOUS GICMP
C ONFIGURATIONS IN 32K M ODE

Fig. 19. MER vs time measurements without PAPR reduction and with
GICMP, for λ=10 dB and class AB amplifier at output power 400 W.

Diagram of the test bench.
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we can see the number of kernels that have to be generated
in parallel. Ideally, in 32K mode, GICMP with G = 288 is
equivalent to ICMP, which needs 288 peak search operations
inducing huge processing delay. With sufficiently large number of groups, GICMP can achieve the performance of ICMP
with very low latency and reasonable complexity. For FPGA
or ASIC implementation, the choice of G between 8 and 16
is allowed.
From the measurement results obtained from the experimental platform, we have made some conclusion regarding
the proposed GICMP technique. The GICMP algorithm with
G = 8 can be implemented using a Xilinx Kintex7 family
(XC7K160T) FPGA with the parallel architecture. It has been
shown that 263,560 processor clock cycles are required for
GICMP with G = 8. This is the equivalent of 8.04 times
the duration of an OFDM symbol, this falls within the 8 to
10 times acceptable delay limit [9]. In DVB-T2, the duration
of one OFDM symbol in 32K mode including shortest guard
interval is 3612 μs.

specification, multiple I/Q sample data are generated with the
following common characteristics
• FFT size: 32K
• Channel width: 8 MHz
• Guard Interval: 1/128
• Data constellation: 64 QAM
• Pilot Pattern: PP7
The signal generator is implemented in a compact module,
which is integrated with the digital pre-correction. Once convergence is completed, then all performance measurements
(power, MER, shoulders, etc.) are made.
The output of the modulator is fed to an amplifier. Two
amplifiers are used during the tests:
• a Class AB amplifier, delivering a 400 W output power in
nominal conditions over the whole UHF band, runs with
a 5 dBm input level and used at 674 MHz. Furthermore,
the operating point of the class AB amplifier corresponds
to an IBO around 6.9 dB, to deliver the nominal output
power of 400 W.
• a Doherty amplifier, delivering a 210 W output power in
nominal conditions, runs with a 0 dBm input level and
used at 642 MHz. Similarly, the operating point of the
Doherty amplifier corresponds to an IBO around 7.1 dB,
to deliver the nominal output power of 210 W.
The output of the amplifier is connected to an attenuator. The
power is then monitored with a power meter, directly providing
measurements in Watts.
A monitoring output is split into two paths. One is fed to
the modulator as a feedback input used by the pre-distortion
algorithm, the other one is fed to a TV analyzer providing
spectrum, MER and shoulder measurements.

us

Fig. 18.
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V. T ESTBED P LATFORM E XPERIMENTS
AND M EASUREMENTS

This section presents the performance measurements for
the candidate algorithms using real equipments. The platform includes a real-time signal generator with real-time
self-adaptive pre-distortion and real power amplifiers. The goal
is to evaluate the impact of the PAPR reduction methods on
the system as a whole.
The first series of tests, measure the MER performance
and the impact on pre-distortion convergence of various candidates. The second series of tests, focus on power related
metrics such as power consumption and efficiency.
A. Platform Presentation

The test bench is described in Fig. 18. This test bench
is able to follow MER variation over time and thus to analyze algorithm convergence and stability. As per the DVB-T2

B. Impact of PAPR Reduction
The parameters of the PAPR reduction algorithm are the
following
• The PC level, λ =10 dB,
• The number of detected peaks at each iteration, S = 100,
• The PAPR reduction algorithm is GICMP with G = 8
groups (i.e., 36 PRTs per group).

14
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TABLE XI
T ESTS R ESULTS W ITH THE GICMP A LGORITHM

Fig. 21. MER vs time measurements without PAPR reduction and with the
GICMP algorithm with Doherty test amplifier at output power 210 W.
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TABLE XII
AVERAGE MER VS λ
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Fig. 20. MER vs time measurements without PAPR reduction and with the
GICMP algorithm with Class AB test amplifier at output power 400 W.

signal and for the one with GICMP PAPR reduction. As mentioned previously, the increase of PRT power with the same
total output power, leads to a receiver sensitivity loss. So, sensitivity loss can be minimized, by lowering λ, thus minimizing
the impact of the PAPR reduction mechanism on the overall
mean power level. Additional tests are performed with a power
constraint of 5 dB and 3 dB, in order to evaluate the impact on
performance with these sub-optimal configurations. The average MER is displayed in Table XII. The best performance is
reached for λ =10 dB leading to a MER gain, compared to
the original signal, of 2.3 dB for the class AB and 2.2 dB for
the Doherty amplifier for an IBO around 7 dB.
Furthermore, we can say that the 2.3 to 2.5 dB MER gain
observed for an IBO around 7 dB can also be obtained for a
lower IBO in order to improve the MER from roughly 32 dB
to 34 dB.
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The MER performance for the original signal without PAPR
reduction and with the GICMP algorithm in the case of Class
AB amplifier, and for the same IBO, are displayed over time
in Fig. 19 respectively. In that figure, the MER measured during eight DVB-T2 frames is plotted. During a given DVB-T2
frame duration, the average MER measured with and without
PAPR reduction has been summarized in Table XI. It can be
concluded that the proposed GICMP algorithm has very good
PAPR reduction performance with 2.5 dB gain in MER.
This MER gain equal to 2.5 dB measured on the testbed is
slightly lower than the MER gain obtained by simulation with
GICMP with the same parameters.
In our analysis, a trade-off among the three parameters can
be achieved. They are MER, output power Pout and power
gain. Section V-C highlights the impact of PC on MER and
Section V-D deals with impact of PAPR reduction on power
gain. Likewise, Section V-E showcases that power consumption, i.e., the DC power of the HPA, can be reduced with PAPR
reduction for a target MER at constant output RF power.
C. Impact of Power Control Level

In order to evaluate the MER performance with λ={3, 5, 10}
dB, we have performed tests with both Class AB and Doherty
amplifiers. The MER vs time measurements have been plotted
for the same IBO in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21, respectively. For both
amplifiers and various power constraint values, the algorithm is
stable (i.e., the variation during one frame is inferior to 1 dB)
after convergence. It has to be noted that the total transmit
power is the same for all the λ values.
According to PC constraint in DVB-T2, the GICMP algorithm introduces a power increase on reserved subcarriers
compared to data subcarriers. However, in order to compare
in fair conditions, the power of the data subcarriers is slightly
decreased, in order to get the same total power for the original

D. Impact on Power Gain
The gain we had at MER level can be translated into an
output power gain for a given target MER, i.e., fairly constant
quality of signal. This has been experienced in our testbed
by modifying the output power, starting with Pout = 100 W
without PAPR reduction and then increasing such power level
until reaching MER of 36 dB with the use of GICMP. For
these additional measurements the parameter λ has been fixed
to 5 dB in order to keep the receiver sensitivity loss η below
0.1 dB (see Table III). It has to be noted that increasing Pout is
simply obtained by reducing the IBO. This test shows a 10 %
gain of output power, when GICMP is used, as depicted in
Table XIII. This gain would have been much weaker with the
state of art DVB-T2 TR algorithm, as evident from simulation results. So, this is significant because high power output
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with broadcasting systems is usually obtained by using in parallel several amplifiers. The resulting output power gain of
the global chain is then also around 10 %, which is already
substantial considering several kW transmitters.
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TABLE XIV
MER G AIN AND S HOULDER G AIN AT C ONSTANT P OWER L EVEL

potential in low-latency PAPR reduction and its compatibility
with existing DVB-T2 and ATSC 3.0 standards.
From the real testbed implementation, we have noticed
two outcomes. Firstly, choosing λ =5 dB instead of 10 dB as
allowed by the DVB-T2 standard is a good trade-off. This is
due to the fact that it has a minimal impact on the output
signal power while preserving a MER gain. Secondly, it has
been demonstrated that the proposed GICMP technique yields
a MER gain of around 2 dB to 2.4 dB when used with a class
AB and Doherty amplifier, which are the two most common
types of amplifiers. At a constant MER, the benefits of the
GICMP technique can either be turned into a gain of output
power or a reduction of energy consumption at constant output power. In that perspective, it was further shown that gain
in terms of output power or in power consumption of about
10 % have been observed.

E. Impact of Power Consumption
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